Weather Briefing for Southeast SC/GA

11:00 AM
Friday, January 3, 2020

Disclaimer: The information contained within this briefing is time-sensitive and could affect its validity as the date/time moves away from when the briefing was created.
Highlights

• Highest rain chances will be this evening into Saturday with an approaching cold front. Quiet weather late weekend into early next week.

• Areas of **sea fog** are possible over the coastal waters today into Saturday.

• **Gale Watch** in effect for the coastal waters Saturday night.

• **Lake Wind Advisory** is likely for Lake Moultrie Saturday night.

• **River Flood Warnings** remain in effect for four river points. No tide concerns are forecast.
Current Conditions

- The forecast area will be in the warm sector today ahead of an approaching cold front.
- Near record temperatures today.
Rain chances will increase from the west late this afternoon.
Rain chances will quickly decrease Saturday afternoon.
Severe Weather Outlook: Today/Tonight

Severe Weather Outlook
Friday, January 03, 2020

Chance for thunder is low.
Gusty winds are possible in showers.
Friday & Saturday Forecast Rainfall

Average rainfall totals ½ to ¾ of an inch. Isolated higher amounts possible.
Gale Watch in effect for Saturday night for all waters (with the exception of the Charleston Harbor) for possible gale-force wind gusts.
Quiet weather expected Sunday into early next week.
River Flood Warnings remain in effect.
✓ River Flood Warnings remain in effect.
Marine Highlights

- Gale Watch in effect for coastal waters Saturday night.
- Small Craft Advisories for Charleston county nearshore waters and Outer Georgia waters through in effect at 7 PM this evening.
- Sea fog is possible today into tonight ahead of cold front.

Aviation Highlights

- Periods of flight restrictions (mainly in low clouds) possible into Saturday.
- Gusty winds expected today and again Saturday night.

Fire Weather Highlights

- No fire weather concerns.
Contact and Next Briefing Information

Next Routine Briefing

When: Monday, January 6, 2020 @ 11 AM
Method: Webinar

Briefing Webpage:
weather.gov/chs/briefing

Web: weather.gov/chs
Phone (public): (843) 747-5860
E-mail: nws.charlestonsc@noaa.gov

Facebook: NWSCharlestonSC
Twitter: @NWSCharlestonSC
YouTube: NWSCharleston

Disclaimer: The information contained within this briefing is time-sensitive and could affect its validity as the date/time moves away from when the briefing was created.